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Disclaimer

Voyagers Voice is not responsible for the content and photographs submitted by our collaborators / authors 
of the articles. This responsibility is exclusively with the author of each article.

Voyagers Voice would like to thank all our contributors, who help make this edition of the magazine possible.

Hell� fellow traveller�,
 
�i� i� th� secon� issu� of our collaborativ� fre� digita� trave� mag�in� 
an� w� woul� lik� t� than� yo� al� for your war� suppor�.
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� plac� of fre� �pressio� for al� passionat� traveller� an� trave� 
blogger� aroun� th� worl�. A plac� t� shar� your trave� �perience�, 
your wor� (b� promotin� your blo� or sit�) an� your phot�. 
 
Everyon� i� welcom� her�, either b� writin� a� articl� for th� mag�in�, 
sharin� � p�� t� th� blo� of th� sit� or b� sendin� trave� phot� for th� 
cover. W� offer yo� th� chanc� t� becom� par� of � passionat� an� 
growin� communit� of traveller�.
 
�nall� w� woul� lik� t� than� everyon� wh� ha� alread� take� par� i� 
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Your phot� o� our cover

Do you have a photo from your travels that would be great for a future cover for Voyagers 
Voice magazine? If so, we would love to feature your photo on a cover if possible. 

Please send your ‘high resolution’ (at least 2mb) photograph (in JPEG format) and in 
portrait to info@voyagersvoice.com, together with a brief description of what the photo is 
of and where it was �aken, In the email, please confirm it is YOUR OWN photograph and 
that you give us permission to use i�.

All cover photos used within a calendar year will be entered into a competition for a small 
prize and the winner will be decided by a poll with our readers. �e winner’s name will be 
published in the first edition of 2022.



Discover �e 
w�ld �rough 
 our readers 

Some of the photos send to 
us for "Your photo on our 

cover" contest 
 or 

just to be featured  in 
"Discover the world..."
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Menong River by Aldo Pahor 
(Czech Republic)

Send now your photo at

info@voyagersvoice.com

Dancing House in Prague 
by Gloria Heredia (Spain)

Havana by Pepe Gonzalez (Cuba) 
from freetourrevolucion

https://linktr.ee/freetourrevolucion
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Hinitsa Bay in Porto Heli 
by Ioanna Darla (Greece)

Tanzania by Gagriel 
Elibariki (Tanzania)

from footslopestours.com

Florence by Pier Paolo 
Fabretti (Italy)

Berlin by Diego Geri (Italy)

You can vote here 
f� your

favourite photo f� 
�e cover of �e 

next issue 

https://www.footslopestours.com/
https://voyagersvoice.com/your-photo-on-our-cover/


We are looking for people to 
help contribute to our 
magazine. Do you think you 
have knowledge of culture 
and/or art-related aspects 
about a destination in the 
world of travel? 
If  you do,  then please contact 
us at info@voyagersvoice.com  
for more information.

As a reward for your article, we 
will help you by promoting 
your blog or website through 
our magazine and website.

 

Collaborators 
needed
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DISCOVER THE 
SPANISH ART 
AND CULTURE

A multitude of different cultures have passed 
through Spain throughout its long history. 
From the first men of prehistory, to the 
Phoenicians, the Romans, the Jews, the 
Visigoths, the Muslims and the Christians ... 
All these peoples have left their mark on the 
Spanish towns and cities and have influenced 
the culture of its people. Knowing the art and 
culture of Spain is to delve into its history and 
learn how it has become what it is today.
 
To try to tell you about the art and culture 
that survive in Spain, we are going to take a 
chronological tour of the different buildings 
and artistic samples that the different towns 
that have passed through Spain have left us.

Interior of the Santa María la Blanca Synagogue

SPAIN

By Pedro Jesús Martínez Márquez
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PREHISTORY IN SPAIN

At the archaeological site of Atapuerca, in the 
province of Burgos, the oldest remains of a 
human being has been found in Europe. We can 
say that this place is not only the cradle of 
Spanish culture, but of all European people. 
Fossils and remains of the first hominids such as 
Homo Antecessor (850,000 years old), Homo 
Neanderthalensis (50,000 years old) or Homo 
Sapiens have been found on this site.
 
For all these discoveries and its scientific 
research work, this site was named a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2000. Since then, 
important findings have continued, such as the 
discovery of the fossil of a human tooth dating 
back more than 1,200,000 years, of what would 
be the oldest man in Europe.

In Atapuerca we can find the first human 
remains of the Iberian Peninsula, but the first 
artistic expressions of human beings in Spain 
can be found in some of the caves with cave 
paintings that are scattered around the country.
 
Among all of them, it is worth highlighting the 
Altamira Cave, located in the municipality of 
Santillana del Mar (Cantabria) in northern Spain. 
It is known as the Sistine Chapel of cave art, 
and like the Atapuerca site, it was named a 
World Heritage Site. The paintings in this cave 
were made between 30,000 BC and 15,000 BC. 

Currently you cannot visit the original caves. 
Only a lucky few can see it through a raffle that 
is made with the tickets purchased to visit a 
replica of the Altamira Cave, inside the Altamira 
Museum. This measure has been taken for the 
conservation of the original cave.

Atapuerca Altamira Cave

Bison drawn in the replica of the Altamira Cave in the Altamira museum 
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TRACES OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN SPAIN

If there is an example of the importance 
of the passage of Roman culture through 
Spain, it is its magnificent and ornate 
theatres. In the old Emerita Augusta, now 
Mérida, is one of the best preserved 
theatres in Spain. Its construction dates 
from the year 16 BC, although with the 
fall of the Roman Empire it fell into 
oblivion and was covered with soil. For 
many years, only seven pieces of stone 
were uncovered corresponding to the 
upper part of the steps, which were 
known to the inhabitants of Mérida as the 
Seven Chairs. It was not until 1910 when it 
was discovered that under these stones 
there was a hidden treasure. After several 
years of excavations and remodeling, the 
theatre is beautiful in appearance and 
has returned to its original function.
Every summer the International Classical 
Theatre Festival of Mérida takes place in  

Roman Aqueduct of Segovia

We advance many years in the history and after the passage of several peoples through Spain, such as 
the Celts, the Tartessians, the Phoenicians, the Iberians, the Greeks or the Carthaginians, the Romans 
arrived. The Roman Empire totally changed the culture of Spain and introduced many traditions and 
social organisation that survive to this day. The footprint of the Romans in Spain is very numerous and 
remarkable, in almost any point of the Spanish geography you can find remains  of the passage of Roman 
culture. In this article we are going to stay with two representative samples that have become a symbol 
for both cities, the Roman Theatre of Mérida (Extremadura) and the Roman Aqueduct of Segovia 
(Castilla y León).

Roman Theatre of Mérida

the Roman theatre where the best actors on the Spanish 
scene have performed. Great news that after so many 
years, it continues to be used for what was originally 
built.
 
Another example of the passage of the Romans through 
Spain are the aqueducts that they used to supply water 
to the cities. One of the most spectacular is the one 
found in the city of Segovia. It was built in the early years 
of the 2nd century AD. to transport the water from the 
Fuenfría spring, located about 17 km. from the city.
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VISIGOTHS IN SPAIN

From the year 500 the Roman Empire went 
into decline and the Visigoth people entered 
Spain from France. They were in Spain from 
507 to 711, establishing their capital in the city 
of Toledo (Castilla-La Mancha).

Toledo, the Visigothic capital

Although they did not spend many years in 
Spain, the Visigoth people also left their mark, 
very visible in the city of Toledo, the capital of 
the kingdom they established. The Visigoths 
professed Arianism, but they converted to the 
growing Catholicism since Roman times, 
facilitating coexistence. Due to this, in the city 
of Toledo you can find remains of old 
Visigothic churches. For example, in the 
basement of the Church of the Saviour. The 
Alcazar of Toledo was also used by the 
Visigoths during their reign.

 

MUSLIMS IN SPAIN

After the Visigoths, Muslims came to 
Spain from North Africa. This town has 
also left an important mark on the 
Iberian Peninsula, especially in the 
southern half. They brought innovations 
in the cultivation of the countryside and 
the organisation of cities that have also 
greatly influenced Spanish culture. They 
were between the year 711 and 1492, 
renaming the Iberian Peninsula as Al-
Andalus.

Mosque of Córdoba

The maximum splendor of Al-Andalus 
came during the Caliphate of Córdoba, 
between 756 and 1031, which 
established its capital in Córdoba 
(Andalusia). Here they built the fantastic 
Mosque of Córdoba, which lasts to this 
day and we can visit it. This mosque was 
built in 784 and later during the Christian 
reconquest it was converted into a 
cathedral, while retaining its original 
structure. It is together with the 
Alhambra, the most emblematic 
example of Hispano-Muslim Umayyad 
art.

In the Church of the Savior, remains of an old 
Visigoth church have been found
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Patio de los Arrayanes in the Alhambra

Interior of the Mosque of Córdoba
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The Alhambra in Granada was the last vestige that resisted the reconquest of Spain by the 
Christians. It is the jewel in the crown of Islamic art in Spain. It is made up of  a set of old palaces, 
gardens and fortress where the emir and the court of the Nasrid Kingdom resided. It was named 
a World Heritage Site in 2004 and was about to be one of the new Seven wonders of the world.

The struggle between Muslims and Christians has deeply penetrated the Spanish tradition. In the 
Alicante city of Alcoy (Valencian Community) the battle that took place in this place between 
Muslims and Christians is represented every year. The townspeople dress in the clothes that 
Muslims and Christians wore, and represent the battle that took place in the city, won by the 
Christians with the help of Saint George according to legend. That is why the festival takes place 
during the festivities of Saint George (April 23).

There is evidence of Jews in Spain since the time of the Roman Empire, although their maximum 
expansion was during the Middle Ages, until they were expelled and persecuted by the Inquisition at 
the end of the Reconquest in 1492.
 

Jewish quarter of Toledo

There are Jewish quarters in several Spanish cities and towns, but we are going to tell you a little 
more about the Jewish quarter of Toledo, where beautiful synagogues still survive. One of the most 
beautiful synagogues that can be visited in the city of Toledo is the old Santa María la Blanca 
Synagogue, built as a synagogue in 1180 and later transformed into a church. Currently it belongs to 
the Catholic Church although it is not used for worship. It works as a museum or to carry out cultural 
activities. It has served as a model for important 19th century European and American synagogues. 
Another sample of Sephardic art in Spain can be found in the Tránsito Synagogue, built during the 
14th century. It is considered by many to be the most beautiful and best preserved medieval 
synagogue in the world.

Alhambra of Granada

Moors and Christians Festival in Alcoy

JEWISH COMMUNITY IN SPAIN

Interior of the Tránsito Synagogue
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CHRISTIANITY IN SPAIN

During all our time traveling 
outside of Spain we have 
realised that the Camino de 
Santiago is widely known 
outside our borders. Therefore, 
we can say that the Santiago’s 
Cathedral, the place where the 
road ends, is one of the most 
representative places of 
Christian culture in Spain. This 
Cathedral is located in 
Santiago de Compostela 
(Galicia), northwest of Spain, 
and was built between 1075 
and 1211.

According to tradition, the 
tomb of the Apostle Santiago 
is located in this cathedral, 
which turned this cathedral 
into a place of pilgrimage from 
all corners of Europe during 
the Middle Ages. Thus, what is 
known as the Camino de 
Santiago was established, a 
religious route that 
communicated the Iberian 
Peninsula with the rest of the 
continent, facilitating  cultural 
transfer between European 
and Hispanic people.

Another of the most important 
religious events of Christianity 
in Spain is Holy Week. There 
are cities where people live 
with special intensity, such as 
Toledo, Cuenca, Valladolid or 
Teruel. But the most famous 
and internationally recognised 
processions are those that 
take place in Seville. Holy 
Week in Seville was declared 
of International Tourist Interest 
in 1980 and constitutes one of 
the great spring festivals in 
the city, along with the April 
Fair. There are processions 
throughout the week with the 
penitents dressed as 
Nazarenes with their 
characteristic robes and 
conical headwears.

Christianity was introduced to Spain during the time of Roman domination. According to legend, it was 
introduced by the Apostle Santiago in the 1st century. However, the great expansion of Christianity in 

Spain was during the reign of the Catholic Monarchs who forced to practice Christianity and punished 
anyone who professed another religion.

Holly Week in Seville

Santiago's Cathedral

Santiago’s Cathedral in the Obradoiro Square
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ARTISTIC EXRESSION IN SPAIN

The passage of all these people and cultures throughout the history of Spain has contributed to a 
great artistic heritage. A great sample of the art of this country can be visited in the Prado Museum in 

Madrid. In the Prado you will find paintings by Goya, Velázquez, El Greco, Tiziano, Rubens and El 
Bosco. It is especially rich in paintings by European authors from the 16th to 19th centuries. The 

evolution of culture can be appreciated in its paintings, from the eminently religious-themed 
paintings of the Middle Ages to battle passages such as "3 de Mayo en Madrid" by Francisco de Goya.

Prado Museum

The most recognised modernist architectural work in the world in Spain is the Sagrada Familia by the 
brilliant Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí. Its construction began in 1886 and is not yet finished (its 
completion is expected in 2026). It is Gaudí's masterpiece, the greatest exponent of Catalan modernist 
architecture, and it has become one of the most visited monuments in Spain along with the Prado 
Museum and the Alhambra in Granada. It is also the most visited church in Europe after St. Peter's Basilica 
in the Vatican and will be the tallest church in Christianity when finished.
The interior of the church looks like a forest, with the columns simulating the trunks and the arches their 
branches. In addition, the light that enters through its stained glass windows give the interior a magical 
atmosphere. It is a monument that you cannot miss on a visit to the city of Barcelona.

Sagrada Familia of Barcelona

Flamenco
If we talk about art in Spain, we cannot fail to mention flamenco, a Spanish musical genre 

developed in Andalusia, Extremadura and the Region of Murcia. There are several theories 
about its origin, but it probably developed thanks to the miscegenation of Moorish, 

Sephardic and Castilian cultures that occurred in the southern regions of Spain. In 2010 it 
was declared Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO and has become very 

popular in Latin American countries and in Japan, where it is said that there are more 
flamenco academies than in Spain. One of the best places to enjoy a flamenco tablao is in 
the Sacromonte neighbourhood in Granada, where there are small establishments inside 

caves that offer flamenco shows.

Prado Museum 
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BIHU
THE ESSENCE OF ASSAMESE 

CULTURE 

Assam, a state in the north-eastern corner of India is not only famous for the one-
horned Rhinoceros and tea production, but also for its diverse ethnic groups and 

their cultural festivals. Bihu- the essence of the Assamese community, is a festival 
signifying the agrarian cultural values in its rural society. Bihu is also known as 

Bwisagu, Bi-hau, Bisu, Pisu etc. by the ethnic population of the state.  It is 
celebrated in three different seasons of the year and surrounds around the 

activities of paddy cultivation and the rituals and customs associated with it. 

By Joydeep Phukan

INDIA
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Photo by Nilotpal Kalita on Unsplash
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ASSAM

Bohag or Rongali Bihu: 
A springtime festival 
celebrated in mid-April, 
Bohag Bihu marks the 
beginning of Assamese New 
Year.  Also known as the 
festival of joy and happiness, 
it involves the youth 
performing traditional folk 
songs and dance (Husori), 
taking the blessing of elders, 
respecting nature, 
preparation of traditional 
dishes among others. Bohag 
Bihu indicates the start of 
the crop planting season.

Kati or Kongali Bihu: Celebrated in October on the first day of Kati 
month of Assamese calendar, it is a Bihu of prayers and being thrifty. 
The crops being sowed, the people light earthen lamps in the 
paddy fields with prayers to bless their land with bountiful crops, 
and the home and family with health, wealth and strength. 

Magh or Bhugali Bihu: The 
festival of abundance, Bhugali 
Bihu is celebrated in January at 
the advent of Magh month of 
the Assamese calendar. 
Concluding the harvest, the 
people unite to have a feast. 
Delicacies such as Til (sesame) 
pitha, Sunga pitha, Sira-doi 
(flattened rice with curd), 
Narikol Laru (made of grated 
coconut), Ghila Pitha are its 
main attractions. Apart from 
that, the temporary hut named 
Meji ghor, community fishing, 
prayers to Fire God, Magh 
Bondha- the tying of Rice Straw 
around fruit bearing trees are 
some of the rituals of Bhugali 
Bihu.

Photo by Dainik Barta

Photo by NabaJyoti 
  (Wiki Commons)
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Talking about California is like talking about the 
cinema, music, good wine, beaches and many other 

interesting things.

There’s so much to see in terms of wildlife, nature and 
interesting landscapes in California, but if you are a 

huge fan of the ocean and beaches, California will not 
disappoint you, with some really charming places.

By Suzanne Daley

Californi� 
Dreamin�

U.S.A.
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Venice Beach is a district of Los Angeles. It has a 

lot of character and truly embodies the southern 

California feel. You see everything from beach 

volleyball, yoga classes, skateboarders, surfers, 

cyclists, unicycles, roller-skates, rollerblades and 

people dressed up as any imaginable 

character!  It’s a little world of its own with a wild 

look and feel. Bubble blowers, entertainers, 

psychics, healers, weed shops, restaurants, 

artists…. It’s one of those places you have to 

experience to really understand it. 

Laguna is a small seaside town, just one hour 
from Los Angeles. It’s inspiring to go to Laguna to 
catch the beach vibe. Lots of beach volleyball, 
frisbees and plenty of beach bodies enjoying the 
day. Laguna’s vibe is artistic, and very becoming. 
Laguna is world-famous as an artist community 
worth visiting and enjoying. 

San Francisco is a city in northern California, 
famous for Alcatraz Island, the old and beautiful 
cable cars, plenty of interesting museums and 
of course the world-known Golden Gate Bridge, 
where you can find humpback whales nder the 
bridge. See the video by Dave Kubrak.

Morro Bay is a small city around three hours 

south of San Jose. The outcrop of rocks and the 

land near the water make this location an 

interesting and relaxing place.

Monterrey Bay is a bay between Monterrey and 
Santa Cruz. Monterrey is famous for its jazz 
festival. The Bay is another amazing spot 
especially for travellers who love watching kite 
surfing!  You’d never get bored of seeing them 
and you could stare at them all day in wonder. 
People practice this sport during every month of 
the year. Although the water was quite freezing 
at the time of the photo shoot, the amazing kite 
surfers seemed to have strong resistance to cold 
and wind.

Farmers Market in Menlo ParkMenlo Park is a small city just half an hour away from San Francisco. There are few nice parks, but one of the most interesting and quiet is Sharon Park, which has a beautiful lake and many green areas, in Menlo Park there are many farmers markets with fresh, organic produce. For vegans, it is a literal paradise, with plenty of fresh and interesting veggetables and fruit, where you can also find fascinating people and musicians.

Santa Cruz and surfing are like chocolate and 

strawberries. They go hand in hand. Complete 

with surfing museum, this charming little city is 

a favourite city for most of travellers who visit 

northern California.
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Dominican
Republic 

The passion 
within you

The Dominican Republic is more than a 
stunning Caribbean destination; it is a land 
defined by friendly people, vibrant culture, 
and a unique history. With origins dating back 
centuries, Hispaniola (the actual island that 
The Dominican Republic and neighbouring 
country Haiti are located on) was first 
inhabited by the indigenous Taino people. 
Santo Domingo is the country’s capital city 
founded in 1496. Today, the country’s rich 
heritage lives through the architecture, 
culture, and warm, gracious Dominicans.

Home to sweeping, lush, varied landscape, La 
Costa Verde offers an exuberant mix of local 
culture and history. Centrally located 
between cheerful beach towns and the 
vibrant Samaná Peninsula, North Coast. 
The island is home to landmarks of 
worldwide cultural and historical significance, 
and its waters are a treasury of ancient 
history and natural wonders awaiting 
exploration.

By Jerry Isaac 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
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As one of the top ten producers of coffee and cocoa beans, the Dominican Republic’s tropical 
climate provides rich and abundant agriculture, from sweeping cocoa trees to farmers markets 
brimful of lavish harvest.

Its alluring waters offer a natural playground for everything from exhilarating ventures in kitesurfing, 
to relaxed outings like whale-watching and soaking in the ocean marvels. Whether taking in the 
natural splendours while windsurfing or setting out for a sunset sail, there is something to satisfy 
every kind of adventurer.
 
Welcome home.



TRAVEL & CULTURE

THE
  TEN BEST

 LATIN 
AMERICAN
MUSEUMS

Travellers from all over the world 
choose Latin America as a tourist 
destination due to its great offer of 
nature, standing out in the first place 
the beautiful beaches with a 
Caribbean climate, but also, we have 
all kinds of climates and 
environments such as: the arid 
deserts of Mexico, Peru or Bolivia; the 
lung of the Earth from the Amazon of 
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru and Brazil, 
to the very end of the world from the 
Arctic of Chile and Argentina. In 
parallel, there is also a segment of 
travellers interested in learning about 
the history and culture of each town 
through its artistic expressions, and 
clearly within museums is where it 
can best be found.

That is why I will talk to you here 
about the best 10 museums in Latin 
America, both for the importance of 
their cultural archive, as well as for 
their architectural appeal.

By Pepe Gonzalez

SP Paulista Museum
Photo by Francis Anderson Anderson
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Gold Museum in Bogotá, Colombia
With more than 20 thousand pieces exhibited, the 
largest gold museum in the world delights all its 
visitors with the spectacular brilliance of this 
precious metal, extremely transcendental for Latin 
American history. Its rooms tell Colombian history 
through dazzling collections dating from pre-
Hispanic and colonial times.

 
High Mountain Archaeological 
Museum in Salta, Argentina
From the discovery of three children - from the 
time of the Inca empire - in the cold of the summit 
of the Llullaillaco volcano on the Andes Mountains, 
in 1999, this museum began, which today is a 
standard of archaeology worldwide, thanks to its 
important studies and exhibitions, among which 
one of the three children stands out for the 
observation of all kinds of visitors, from different 
parts of the world; It should be noted that the Inca 
infants date back more than 500 years and were 
found together with more than 150 objects that 
accompanied them in what was a kind of offering 
for that civilisation.

Astronomical Observatory in 
Quito, Ecuador
It is the first observatory in all of Latin America, 
founded in 1873, although now it only has the 
function of a museum by promoting an 
education on astronomy showing its visitors the 
technology used by the observatories through 
their tools, most of which date from the early 
1900s, and even a little earlier, like your original 
telescope dating from 1875.

USP Paulista Museum in São 
Paulo, Brazil
After the independence of Brazil was 
proclaimed by Emperor Pedro I in 1822, it was 
decided to erect a building as a monument 
over the area where such a historical event 
was remembered, this is how this great 
museum operated today by the University of 
São Paulo (USP). An artistic space that houses 
an important collection of works, documents, 
furniture and accessories belonging, mostly, to 
the time of the Brazilian Empire (post-
independence period).

Royal Tombs of Sipán Museum in 
Chiclayo, Peru
If we think of ancient Peru, the Inca empire 
immediately comes to mind, and although they 
have been one of the most relevant cultures for 
the continent, they are not the only ancestors of 
this Andean region. The Mochicas were a 
previous civilisation dating from the third 
century, whose ruler, known as Señor Sipán, 
stays in this museum located in the north of the 
country. A huge enclosure that houses the coffin 
that was the first find of its kind in all of 
America..
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Casapueblo Museum -Workshop in Punta Ballena, Uruguay
It was a house, a workshop, and a hotel, all made by the hands of the same artist: Carlos Páez Vilaró. 
A few steps from the prestigious Punta del Este, Casapueblo is located on the shores of Punta 
Ballena, Uruguay, where the sun ceremony takes place every day of the year, a figure that the artist 
adopted as one of the main elements of the style. This museum with peculiar Gaudí-style 
architecture was designed avoiding straight lines in the words of its creator. Inside you can witness 
the life and work of Páez Vilaró mainly through paintings, sculptures, and ceramic pieces mainly.

Ricardo Brennand Institute in 
Recife, Brazil
A true medieval kingdom in the middle of 
the city. This museum was born from the 
personal collection of Ricardo Brennand, 
who since 1940, began to collect a 
significant number of weapons and amour 
from medieval times, and it was since 
1990, when this institute was established, 
where more than 3,000 pieces of all are 
currently housed, being one of the largest 
in the world. This space is located within 
an area of 44,000 acres of green areas 
and where its main building occupies 
about 77,000 square meters. Discover this 
true spectacle of the past, today.

La Plata Museum in La Plata, 
Argentina
In 1882 the city of La Plata was officially 
founded, which was originally the 
Argentine capital; six years later, in 1888, 
the Museum of Natural Sciences of La 
Plata was inaugurated within an 
enormous compendium of history and 
that, to this day, is the largest of its kind in 
all of Latin America by size, but also for its 
vast artistic collection with around 3 
million objects (although not all are on 
display). Among the most representative 
pieces, there is a series of fossils of 
prehistoric mammals belonging to the 
Tertiary and Quaternary era found in the 
Pampean territory.

National Museum of Fine Arts in 
Santiago de Chile, Chile
Established in 1880, the Chilean Museum of 
Fine Arts is the oldest in South America and, 
therefore, the first of its kind, as well as being 
considered one of the best. In 1910 it was 
moved to the building of the Palace of Fine 
Arts, where the Museum of Contemporary Art is 
also located. A space that fascinates by its art 
on display, but the first astonishment is caused 
by its attractive architecture with a combination 
of Art Nouveau, Baroque and Beaux-Arts styles.

National Museum of 
Anthropology in Mexico City, 
Mexico
Possibly the museum with the most pieces on 
display per square meter, they make this place a 
true treasure for the history of their country, 
mainly about the Mayan and Aztec civilisations. 
Among themost outstanding objects is the 
famous Stone of the Sun, wrongly named as the 
Aztec Calendar. Within its 11 rooms you will find 
an impressive number of exhibits that you can 
see in the same space, where archaeology and 
ethnology have the leading role, although 
temporary exhibitions are also presented. You 
will need more than a day to go through it.
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I hadn’t noticed it before and just 
had to go and check it out. I loved 
everything about it, the crypt of the 
church had been converted into a 
cafe over 30 years ago, how 
fantastic is that! It’s just a few steps 
down into the crypt and the cafe, 
beautifully merged into something 
so unique. It was a bit cold inside 
but the lovely hot drinks and food 
soon warmed me up. Once we were 
done, we took a tour of the 
headstones just off of the cafe. 
Where else can you have a hot 
drink and then tour headstones?

...
London

Before lockdown, I went to London 
every chance I got for a day out. I 
love the attractions, the sights, the 
buses, the events, the hundreds of 
years of history everywhere you 
look and the amazing little things 
that I would discover on every trip.

The last time I was in London, I was 
there for the weekend to attend the 
London Film and Comic Con with 
my best friend and my sister. On the 
Saturday afternoon, we decided to 
go for a wander and ended up at 
Trafalgar Square. We had a walk 
around and as we were walking 
past St Martin-in-the-Fields Church 
when I saw the glass dome to the 
Café in the Crypt.

Write about your favourite 
destination and send it to us 

with your photos to :
info@voyagersvoice.com

By 
 Suzy

the Explorer

Why I
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Even with the many many trips that I 
have been on to London, there are 
countless attractions that I haven’t seen 

I think the best way to see the sights is on an open top 
bus. Not only do you get to see all the amazing views 
but you have the option to get on and off as much as 
you want or get comfy in your seat and take it all in.

The amount of history at your fingertips in the city 
always amazes me. Like the Tower of London, it’s 
central building, the Stone Tower, was built in 1070, it is 
over 950 years old and it’s still standing. People are still 
walking around the same rooms that William The 
Conqueror walked around nearly 1000 years ago. They 
are in the same building where in 1605, Guy Fawkes 
was taken into the basement and tortured for trying to 
blow up The Houses of Parliament. 

The iconic Tower Bridge isn’t as old as the Tower of London, construction was finished in 1894, but it is still 
such a marvelous building. It has never fallen, unlike London Bridge, for over a hundred years, this bridge 
has been one of the most recognised landmarks.

My favourite place in all of London is Leicester Square, it’s right next to China Town so fantastic food is only a 
minute away, the Odeon Cinema is where most films will have their UK Premiers. The middle of the square is 
a beautiful relaxed area where I have enjoyed many chilled out hours watching the world go by, there is 
usually some sort of live performance happening and the Empire Cinema where I enjoyed attending the 
FrightFest Horror Films Festival five years in a row. I have so many beautiful memories there.

As I write this piece, I have the biggest smile on my face thinking of all my happy times in London and all the 
things I can’t wait to see and do when we can finally travel again properly.
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Isaac Tours

Travel blogger based in Assam, 
North-East India. The website is a 
fusion of stories on travel, adventure, 
hiking, trekking, mountaineering, 
cultures and nature, thoughts, poetry, 
and about life as a whole. 
thegypsychiring.com
 

Joydeep Phukan

Pepe Gonzalez

Isaac Tours combines the best 
attractions of paradise in a truly 
enchanted destination, offering tours, 
transportation, nature walks, life 
investments and real estate in the 
Dominican Republic.
isaactours.com
  

Jerry Isaac

Tao Wander Wellness
  Travel 

Tao Wander Wellness Travel Promotes 
holistic and consciousness based travel 
experiences around the world. They sell 
travel and products through blogs, social 
media and video. They help the soulful 
traveller seeking greater awareness and 
peace.
taowander.com

Suzanne Daley

MEET THE TEAM OF THE 
2ND ISSUE

The Gypsy Chiring

A travel blogger who has always loved 
to travel and share her stories with 
people of her adventures in the hope 
that it will inspire them to go on their 
own adventures.
suzytheexplorer.co.uk

(in alphabetical order)

FreeTour Revolucion
Young Cuban, delighted with the 
history of his country. Freetour guide 
and tourism student at the University of 
Havana.
freetourrevolucion

Suzy the Explorer

Suzy the Explorer

Tripode de Viaje
Extremaduran couple living in Madrid, 
who in their blog report in very complete 
way from their personal experience about 
the destinations they have visited.  They 
like to travel freely and share the tips they 
have learned during their trips. They also 
give advice on how to get good photos, 
their other great passion.
tripodedeviaje.com

Pedro Jesús Martínez 
 Márquez
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